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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A tablet container comprising a tubular enclosure and 

means displaceable axially of the enclosure for retaining 
an individual tablet in the enclosure and thus all tablets 
behind the retained tablet. Means is provided to advance 
the tablet-retaining means axially of the container and 
thus transfer its retaining function to succeeding tablets 
while releasing the foremost tablet for dispensation. The 
displaceable tablet-retaining means is associated with a 
re-settable time-indicating slide in such a manner that a 
part of it acts as a self-adjusting indicator which tells 
the user when to take the next tablet. Everytirne the tab 
let-retaining mechanism is manipulated to release a tablet, 
it marks another due time for consumption of the next 
tablet. 

The present invention relates to containers for pills, 
tablets and the like, which may be manipulated to dis 
pense their contents individually. 

For a user of medicinal pills and tablets it is frequently 
important to take his pills dependably at certain time 
intervals, such as particular days or certain hours of the 
day; and vice versa, it may be of equal importance to 
avoid accidental overdosages of the medication by taking 
inadvertently more than one pill or tablet on the same 
day. In all these cases it becomes an important and some 
times di?‘icult task for the patient to memorize the times 
and/or dates when he has to take his pills, and equally 
so to remember dependably if he has actually taken them. 
This is especially true for users of birth control pills. 

It is an object of my invention to provide a tablet 
dispensing container with indicating means that may be 
set to indicate when the pills have to be taken, and once 
set will automatically indicate whenever it has beenop 
erated to dispense a tablet, when the next pill or tablet has 
to be taken and if it has been taken. 

Moreover, it is an object of my invention to furnish 
a tablet-dispensing container, of the type referred to, that 
may be manipulated to dispense its contents individually 
and ‘which is provided with indicating means that is op 
erated by the tablet-dispensing manipulation, to indicate 
when the next tablet is due. 

These and other objects of the invention will be ap 
parent from the following description of the accompany 
in-g drawing which illustrates a preferred embodiment 
thereof and wherein 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective of a dispensing container 

embodying my invention; 
FIGURE 2 is a longitudinal section through a por 

tion of the container illustrated in FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 is a cross-section through the container 

taken along lines 3———3 of FIGURE 2; and 
FIGURE 4 is a longitudinal section similar to FIG 

URE 2 illustrating a modi?ed embodiment of the in 
vention. ' 

In accordance with the invention I provide a tubular 
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tablet container with mechanism progressing along said , 
container in a direction axially thereof for holding the 
tablets in the container and for releasing them individu 
ally from the container as the mechanism progresses 
along the container, and I employ a moving part of said 
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tablet-release rechanism for indicating, on a calibrated 
scale which is adjustably mounted upon ‘said container, 
the time ‘when the next tablet is due to be taken, each 
time said tablet-release mechanism has been operated. 
The position of said scale is adjustable relative to the 
container so that the container may be adapted to dif~ 
ferent situations of use and the varying requirements 
patients. 
The device of my invention comprises a tubular en 

closure 10 for the reception of a stack of pills or tab 
lets 11. Said enclosure has a closed end 12 and an open 
dispensing end which may be closed by a suitable plug 
or stopper 14. In the particular embodiment of the in 
vention illustrated in the accompanying drawing the en 
closure 10 has the form of a hollow elongated block of 
a suitable plastic material that has a smoothly cylindrical 
interior. Said block is of substantially rectangular cross 
section, with two opposite ones of its side surfaces re 
cessed as shown at 16a and 16b so that four longitudinally 
extending ridges or ribs 18 are formed along lines cor— 
responding to the four corners of the rectangle. The two 
recesses 16a and 16b have ?at parallel ?oors 20a and 
20b which are provided ‘with centrally located, longi 
tudinally extending, ?at-‘bottomed grooves 22a and 22b, 
respectively, of such depth that the remaining enclosure 
wall 24 has the thinness and ?exibility of a membrane. 
The four ridges of ribs 18 formed along the four corners 
of the enclosure 10 are notched as shown at 25 to form 
segments 26 of a screw thread and externally engaged 
upon the enclosure 10 is an internally threaded manipu 
lating collar 28. By turning said collar in a clockwise di 
rection, it advances upon said block in a direction from 
the rear to the front of the illustration. Slidably engaged 
over the enclosure block 10 in front of manipulating 
collar 28 is a sleeve 30 which may be of a lesser eX~ 
ternal diameter than the collar 28, as illustrated in FIG 
URE l, to facilitate independent rotary manipulation 
of the collar 28. Formed along opposite areas of the cy 
lindrical inner surface of said sleeve 30 are raised plat 
forms 32 that project into the recesses 16 between the 
ridges 18 of the enclosure block 10 and whose sides are 
slidably engaged by the inner sides of said ridges 18. 
Thus, the sleeve 30 is prevented from rotating with col 
lar 28 and is constrained to move with said collar in a 
direction axially of the enclosure block 10 whenever 
the collar is turned in clockwise direction. Formed on 
the leading edges of the platforms at the center points 
thereof are inwardly directed teeth or shoes 34 which 
protrude into the grooves 24 along the bottom of the 
recesses 22 and are of such length as to bear against and 
inwardly deform the membranes 24 that constitute the 
floors of said grooves (FIGURE 2). When said teeth 
deform the ?oor 24 of the grooves 22 in front of a tab 
let 11 within the enclosure 10, they prevent said tablet 
and all the other tablets behind said tablet from slid 
ing from the enclosure; and when appropriate rotation 
of the collar 28 and consequent advance of the sleeve 30 
forces the teeth 34 to negotiate the foremost tablet and 
snap into position behind a foremost tablet, and project 
the ?oor membranes 24 into the space between the cham 
fered edges of the foremost tablet and the directly suc 
ceeding tablet, they release the foremost tablet for dis 
pensation through the open end of the enclosure while 
safely retaining the directly succeeding tablet and all 
the other tablets behind it within the enclosure. 
The inner side walls of the ridges or ribs 18 at either 

side of one of the recesses 16a and 16b, for instance 
recess 160, are provided with guide grooves 36, and slid 
ably received within said guide grooves are the longi 
tudinal side edges of an elongated calibrated strip 38. 
Said strip overlies the ?oor 20 of the recess and is pro 
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vided‘ with an elongated central slot 40 which exposes 
the longitudinal groove 22a in said ?oor and provides 
space for the retaining teeth 34 of the sleeve 30 to op 
erate in the hereinbefore described manner irrespective 
to the position of adjustment of the sliding strip 38. 
Marked upon the slide along its slot 40 at intervals 
equal to the thickness of the tablets for which a dis 
pensing container may be designed, are calibrations in 
dicative of the time intervals at which the tablets have 
to ‘be taken. Thus, in the event of the container of my 
invention being designed to hold and dispense birth con 
trol pills, it will be of such length as to accommodate 
a month’s supply of pills, ie a stack of 20 pills, and 
the slide 38 will have at least 26 calibrations-—each 
marked by initials identifying the consecutive days of four 
consecutive weeks. 
For example, let us assume, a woman has purchased 

a container holding a month’s supply of birth control 
pills and wishes to begin her treatment. When the con 
tainer is full, the teeth 34 of sleeve 30 are located in 
front of the foremost tablet in the stack of tablets in 
the container and ‘both the sleeve 30 and the collar 
28 are therefore located adjacent the dispensing end 13 
of the enclosure. On the day the menstruation of the 
prospective user of the pills begins, she counts ?ve days 
ahead-Which is the date when the first pill has to be 
taken-and sets the calibrated slide 38 accordingly. For 
instance, if her menstruation begins on a Monday, the 
day she has to take the ?rst pill is the following Friday. 
She therefore moves the slide within its guide grooves 
36 relative to the sleeve 30 until the ?rst F on the scale 
(counting from the far end of the slide as viewed in 
FIGURE 1) is located directly in front of the sleeve. 
She now has a record that the treatment begins with 
next Friday. When Friday arrives, she removes the plug 
14 from the container and turns the collar 28 through 
an angle sufficient to advance the sleeve 30 a distance 
equal to the thickness of a tablet. In the particular em 
bodiment of the invention illustrated in the accompany 
ing drawing, the thread of the collar 28 and the screw 
segments 26 along the corner ridges 18 of the enclosure 
block are so designed that it requires a quarter turn of 
the collar to advance both the collar and the sleeve by 
a distance equal to the thickness of a tablet. Accordingly, 
the cylindrical outer surface of collar 28 bears four 
angularly equi-spaced markers, such as the grooves 44 
and the non-rotatable sleeve 30 is provided with a sta 
tionary indexing mark, such as the groove 45 at its sum 
mit. When the ?lled container is sold, one of the marks 
44 upon collar 28 is aligned with the indexing mark 45 on 
the sleeve 30. 

Reverting to my particular example of use of the con 
tainer of the invention which I am about to describe; 
when Friday has arrived and the prospective user Wishes 
to take the ?rst pill, she gives the collar 28 a quarter 
turn until the next mark ‘44 on its surface registers with 
the groove 45 in the surface of the sleeve 30. Suitable 
detenting or pawling mechanism may be provided in the 
confronted end surfaces of the collar 28 and the sleeve 
30, such as indicated at 46 in FIGURE 2, to make this 
operation easier and minimize the danger that the col 
lar 28 may be turned too far and thus effect release of 
more than a single tablet. 
As the sleeve 30 is advanced by rotation of the collar 

28, the teeth 34 on the leading edges of its internal plat 
forms 32 negotiate the edges of the foremost tablet and 
drop into the space between the circumferential cham 
fers of the foremost and the directly succeeding tablet 
(FIGURE 2). The foremost tablet is now released for 
dispensation through the open end of the container while 
escape, from the container, of the directly succeeding 
tablet and consequently of all the tablets remaining in 
the container is effectively ‘blocked. At the same time, 
the described advance of the sleeve 30 has covered the 
inscription F upon the calibrated slide 28 since the slide 
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remained stationary, While the sleeve advanced by a 
distance equal to the thickness of one tablet. It is now 
the inscription Sa, which is located directly in front of 
the leading edge of sleeve 30 indicating that the next 
pill has to be taken on Saturday and also assuring one 
in doubt that she has taken her pill on Friday. For the 
remaining nineteen days it is now an easy matter for 
the user to remember when to take her pill and to make 
sure that she has actually taken it and there is no dan 
ger, memorywise, that she may have taken more than 
one pill per day, or started the treatment on the wrong 
day or continued it too long. 

It remains to point out that the closed end 12 of the 
enclosure 10 may have a solid extension beyond the 
space where the last of the tablets is located, ‘so that 
the slide 38 will never project beyond the enclosure block 
irrespective of the position to which it may have to be 
adjusted relative to the sleeve 30 in its initial position 
preparatory to commencement of a treatment with the 
pills in the enclosure. 
FIGURE 4 illustrates a modi?ed embodiment of the 

tablet-retaining mechanism of the invention. In said fig 
ure the longitudinally extending area 24' of reduced wall 
thickness of enclosure 10' is provided with a sequence of 
minute transverse ridges 50 which are spaced apart by 
distances equal to the thickness of the tablets for which 
the container is designed. In use these ridges are to lie 
centrally upon the edge of a tablet in the enclosure, as 
illustrated in FIGURE 4. The teeth or shoes 52 on the 
platforms 32' are of sufficient length to overlie at least 
two consecutive ridges. Wherever the shoes 52 overlie 
ridges in the floor of the groove 24’, they clamp the in 
termediately located tablets dependably into position so 
that they cannot be dispensed from the container; and 
whenever the sleeve 30' is advanced by manipulation of 
the collar 28' and the shoes 52 slide beyond the ridges 
50 above the circumferential edge of the foremost tablet, 
said tablet is released and may be dispensed from the 
container while the next two tablets are gripped through 
the ridges 50 and are dependably retained in the en 
closure, thus blocking escape of all remaining tablets. The 
reason ‘for making the shoes 52 su?iciently long to en 
gage at least two consecutive ridges is to make certain 
that a second tablet may not accidently escape with the 
foremost tablet from the container, as the shoes release 
the foremost tablet. 

While I have described my invention with the aid of 
certain preferred embodiments thereof, it will be under 
stood that the invention is not limited to the speci?c con 
structional details shown and described by way of ex 
ample, which may be departed from without departing 
from the ‘scope and spirit of the invention. Also, while I 
have explained the usefulness of my invention with par 
ticular reference to birth control pills, the container of 
my invention is of great utility and affords great con 
venience in connection with other pills and tablets wher 
ever it is important that medicine in the form of pills or 
tablets be regularly and dependably taken, and that acci— 
dental overdosages be avoided, such as for instance blood 
pressure medication or prescribed dosage with sulpha 
drugs or antibiotics. 

I claim: 
1. A tablet container comprising a tubular enclosure 

having a longitudinally extending wall area of reduced 
thickness and having threads formed on its outer surface, 
a sleeve engaged over said enclosure for sliding move 
ment relative thereto, said sleeve having a projection ex 
tending into contact with and press against a point of 
said area of reduced wall thickness and in this manner 
retain a tablet within said enclosure, an internally 
threaded collar engaged over said enclosure adjacent 
said sleeve to advance, upon rotation, said sleeve in a 
direction longitudinally of said enclosure, and cause its 
projection to release a_ tablet and effect retention of 
another one. 
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2. A container according to claim 1 including relea's 
able detent means between said sleeve and said collar at 
predetermined angular intervals to mark the increments of 
collar rotation necessary for advancing said sleeve by a 
distance equal to the thickness of the tablets which the 
container is intended to hold. 

3. A container according to claim 1 wherein said area 
of reduced wall thickness has a series of transversely ex 
tending ridges spaced apart by distances equal to the 
thickness of the tablets which the container is intended to 
hold. 

4. A tablet container comprising a tubular enclosure 
having a longitudinally extending wall area of reduced 
thickness and having threads formed on its outer surface, 
a longitudinally extending time-indicating scale mounted 
upon ‘said enclosure for sliding movement relative thereto 
in a direction longitudinally of said enclosure, a sleeve 
engaged over said enclosure and said scale for sliding 
movement relative to both said scale and said enclosure, 
said sleeve having a projection extending into contact with 
and press against a point of said area of reduced wall 
thickness and in this manner retain a tablet within said 
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enclosure, an internally threaded collar threadably en 
gaged over said enclosure adjacent said sleeve to advance 
upon rotation, said sleeve in a direction longitudinally of 
said enclosure to a different calibration on said scale and 
at the same time cause its projection to release a tablet 
and effect retention of another one. 

5. A container according to claim 4, wherein said 
scale is mounted above said area of reduced thickness and 
has a longitudinally extending slot exposing said area. 

6. A container according to claim 4, wherein said area 
of reduced wall thickness has a series of transversely ex 
tending, equi-spaced ridges and said projection is of ‘suf 
?cient length, axially of said enclosure, to span two con 
secutive ones of said ridges. 
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